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A NON-PROFIT NATIONAL H.UMANE SOCIETY
FOR THE PREVENTION OF ANIMAL SUFFERING

We Accept the ''Blame"
Our genuinely "esteemed contemporary",

doggie or kitty is to be killed, not
"adopted out", he or she might not be
willing to turn it over to the shelter,
thus presumably encouraging abandomnent.
(3) Shelters and pounds which had
adopted doubtful methods of "euthanasia"
for the sake of convenience and economy,
or out of ignorance, were loath to give
them up and did not wish questions to be

Shoptaek, an interesting periodical pub
lished by the American Humane Association
(AHA), contains an article in the Decem
ber, 1974, issue by Milton c. Searle on
"Euthanasia". The theme .of that article
is: "Misunderstanding about methods and
equipment have led to public
distrust of animal welfare
agency handling of one of its
most emotion-laden responsibilities. In an effort to
eliminate this problem, 'AHA
has instituted its inspection
program to certify equipment
used for euthanasia."
Among the "equipment" to be
so c'ertified as humane and
fully acceptable is the decom
pre?sion chamber, otherwise
known as the �igh altitude
raised or to generate possible controversy
chamber. This is one of the most widely
by discussing the subject.
used methods of "euthanasia"; in.terms of
total numbers of animals destroyed, decom
SHELTERS A MAJOR SOURCE
pression may be ahead of even carbon mon
OF SUFFERING
oxide. It is safe to say that many mil
As a result of these and other condi
lions of dogs and cats are killed in these
tions, millions of dogs and cats have been
chambers annually. What could be more im
portant than to determine if this process
"put to sleep" every year· in humane socie
is really humane?
ty shelters and public pounds in ways
which undoubtedly involve suffering ,and
"It is difficult to say exactly when it
stress on the part of the animals. Formed
began or who was_ responsible," the.AHA ar
ostensibly to prevent suffering and cruel
ticle begins, "but about three years ago a
ty, many societies actually were a major
campaign began to discredit the high alti
tude-low pressure method of euthanasia.
source of suffer�ng.
The opposition was well organized and
If one uses the criteria-of (a) number
problems began erupting across the coun
of animals involved, (b) amount of suffer
ing per animal, and (c) the proportion of
try."
May we be so bold as to make a friendly this suffering that is preventable within
�uggestion to the AHA that they waste no
the capabilities of humane societies, as
the nieas:q:Jce of impo.J::l:cj,m_ce ,qf .any, h�ap�a<
more,. time in ,.�ea.rch.ing £or the ou.'Lprit
',pr]Jfiar 1.ly responsible for this campaign.
problem, 'this �elf-=-in,flicted ·crµelt� "ziia_y .
ItwasHumane Information Services (HIS).
constitute the greatest humane problem of
In Repoltt to HumanA..taJua.n--6 No-0. 20 and
all in this country. On the basis of
21 (June and September, 1972) HIS publish these crite.r,ia it surpasses the abuse of_
ed a two ::..part, comprehensive analysis of
laboratory animals, the misuse of animals
rapid decompression as a means of destroy
in entertairiinent, individual abuses of
ing unwanted dogs and cats. That really
pets-, possibly- even trapping of wild ani
shook the humane movement.
mals. Only the manifold abuses of scores
This was not the first time the subject of millions of food animals is of obvious
had been brought up. The Humane Society
ly greater overall importance.
of the United States had previously ex
REACTIONS· OF HUMANITARIANS
pressed strong reservations_ about the
method, and _individual humanitarians and
Many humanitarians who were suspicious
informal groups in a number of cities had
of this so-called "euthanasia" going on
engaged in demonstrations directed against
reacted by wanting to eliminate it altothe decompression chamber. But the com
.. gether. s·ocieties were formed to take in
prehensive, searching analysis made by HIS
unwanted pet animals and keep them in the
in 1972.was the_ first to be published by
shelter unless and until new homes were
any.humane society, and furnished the
found for them. Individuals did the same
first authoritative evaluation of rapid
thing; instances in which up to 50 animals
decompression. It was received-with great are kept in a single home are not uncom
mon. This, for reasons which have been
int�rest by many humanitarians who '.'had
e:x;plained repeatedly in.these reports, is
their ·doubts'� about rapid decompression
a self-defeating approach to the problem.
without being able to substantiate them.
Since then, decompression chambers have Soon the shelter or home becomes full of
continued to be installed by quite a few
dogs and cats, and more can be taken in
shelters and pounds, but others have given only as others die or are adopted out.
them up, and new shelters have in some
Since there ar� new homes for.only a small
cases adopted other methods.
part of the unwanted pets discarded by the
Humane Information Services does not
community each year, the remainder must go
regret instigating this wave of question
to the "regular" humane society shelter .or
ing of what is only one of several widely
public pound, whel'."e mos-t of them are de
used methods of so-called euthanasia which stroyed •. Yet, .the pit.:i,,:Ei11ly naive fi.n�
actually, as practiced in many or most
cial supporters of these limited-service,
shelters and pounds, are far from humane.
"no killing" shelters go happily on their
In fact, we are proud of it.
way, secure in the mistakenbeiief: that
they have kept at least some pet animals
EUTHANASIA A VERBOTEN SUBJECT
from being slaughtered. Actually, after
the shelter becomes full for the first
Before HIS began its series of probing
time, it does not save a single dog or cat
analyses of "euthanasia" methods, humane
from being destroyed, except in a possible
societies with few exceptions tended to
few cases where they have per�uaded some
sweep the subject under the rug, for sev
body
to adopt a pet who otherwise would,
eral reasons:
not have done so, a negligible factor in
(1} rt is a disagreeable subject at·
relation to the total number of animals
· best, and most animal lovers, particularly
handled by the shelters and pounds each
- the proverbial softhearted "little old la
year.
dies" who are the main financial support
Others who have been horrified by the
for humane societies, don't like to read
ways ·of destroying the unwanted pets in
about it.

Dues and Contributions Tax Deductible

self-satisfied sigh, telling others smug
ly, "Oh, we use injections of a barbitu
rate." They seldom think.about the public
pound on the other side of town, where the
animals may be killed in an old oil drum
with unfiltered-hot exhaust gas from a
service vehicle. They never even visit
the pound, which may be handling twice �s
many animals as their shelter. The attitude too often is:- "We are
doing the right thing, but we
can' t be responsible for what
others do. Let each look af
ter his own backyard."

Some Frank Talk
about the
Decompression Chamber
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Anyone pointing to the cru
elties of "euthanasia" as com
monly practiced in shelters
and pounds is likely to be
viewed by the humane "estab
lishment" as a "troublemaker",
an "uninformed zealot", a per
son guided by "emotions, not facts".
Well, Humane Information Services is as
much opposed as anyone to substituting
emotions for facts and their objective
analysis. We are not guilty. It is those
who resent a challenge to their peaceful
pursuit of the most convenientmethod of
destroyi'i;g the unwanted dogs and cats, re
gardless of its humaneness, who get�
tional about the subject. They defend
whatever method they i;U'e using like a ti�
ger defending her cubs, and bitterly re
sent any questioning of it. The .motives.
and competence of the questioner are made
to appear suspect. And he or she easily
becomes, to the defenders of the ·status
quo, just a "wild-eyed radical, a real
nut":
Humane Information Services, in its
.. ,Cclll11Jp�jg11 ,f-9�,,,q�lJe,.bi\g:�'l��lHil�..-p.l s. PGt "E'.''""'·'':·.
defending anyone or anything except the
suffering animals. We have no personal or
org�ntzational axes to grind. We have no
shelter or_ affiliated shelters using some
method that requires defending. We de- ·
voutly wish that all so-called euthanasia
were actually a painless death. If it
were, we would drop the disagr��able s��
ject like� hot potato. There are plenty
of other sources of animal suffering to
campaign against.
And so far as fund raising is concern
ed, we probably have lost more contribu
tions and friends than we have gained by
entering the lion's den of euthanasia.
That does not bother us at all, so long as
we are right.
We welcome any facts and objective
analyses which might prove we are wrong,
or even raise legitimate questions about
our ow,n-tacts or reasoning. We really
.(.See DECOMl?� ION, page 2 � column 1)
,
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seek only the truth about euthanas ia, and
as our·readers know we have been extremely
cautious about either endorsing or con
demning any method.
In following this policy, we have re
peatedly invited readers of Re,f:>olt:t to Hu
mal'Ll.taJu.aiu to write us about any specific
paragraph or sentence in our analyses with
which they may disagree. We are ready to
debate amicably and open-mindedly all the
statements we make about euthahasia--or
any other subject, for that matter--with
anyone. We will not take offense, or get
"mad", or huffy, ·or refuse ·to reply, or
institute a counteroffensive. If we find
tha:.f we are mistakeh on any point, we
stand ready to admit it publicly; and to
make an apology to anyone who may consider
himself to have been.injured by any of our
statements.
So·far, however, nobody has questioned
a singl'e specific" statement in the two
comprehensive reports about rapid decom
pression which we have published: Re.polt:t
Nol.J=. 2 0 and H .
If the AHA disagrees with any specific
statement i:n those reports, we would ·be
glad to consider open�mindedly the reasons.
for such disagreement. We have invited
su.ch. discussions. But there is no reply.
The AHA seems to prefer generalities, as
evidenced by the following 'statements contained in the Shaptal� article:
"Representatives of AHA testified at
hearings in Miami, Fort Lauderdale, Chica
go, Oklahoma City anQ the states of Cali
for.nia, Connecticut and Massachusetts,
supporting the high altitude-low pressure
method. It became obvious that the people
testifying against the method were.igno
rant of the facts, but a great number of
people were being taken in by the charges.
nThe Amer.ican Humane Association had
cooperated with the U.S. Air Force in the
research of this method, ahd knew there
was no basis in fact, for the charges.
The American Veterinary Medical Associa
tion had studied the r'esearch and also
stated that the method was in fact an ac
ceptable means of euthanasia. We knew
-· �--·- that t:he method WqS humarie, b\.J.t the cam�
paign against it' continuea'and problems
kept cropping up. A few of AF.A' s member
organizations asked -for help to protect
them from charges beingmade."

GUOTING-AUTHORITIES

The la:st paragr2,ph quoted above illust:ra.tes a favorite' tactic ·of those who can-·
not succei'i"s:EuIIy· .deaTwith the specific
issues, so fall back on quoting "authori
ties" in support of their position. In
.. i:t_.
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this case the authority
is the American Veterinary
Medical Association
(AVMA).

The latter organization ·
has published a report
purporting to be that of a
Euthanas ia Review Panel
appointed in 1969 by the
Executive Board of the
AVMA. This panel had only
one member in common with
a s imilar panel of distin
guished veterinarians ap
pointed in 1961. _So far
as. the verdict on rapid
decompression is concern
ed, the two panels' find
ings_fi�e directly oppo
site. It is _no more a
convincing rebuttal to any_
indictment of rapid decom-:
pression to cite the 1969
panel repo:i:-·t, than it is
to �ffer the findings of
the f961 pa�el as a rebuttal to those who
claim decompression is completely humane.
Neither of these directly conflicting
.reports indicates that the respective pan
els' .members had· done their homework about.,
rapid decompression. In fact, HIS could
not understand how the 1969 panel could
have evidenced such lack of knowledge of
the scientific findings contained in our
Repoll.:t :to Human.,UaJuan.6 No.o • 20 and 21 ,
until we were told that a humanitarian had
elicited a.verbal denial by one panel mem
ber that the section on rapid decompres
sion in the final report published by the
AVMA was the same as the one actually
written and approved by the panel. We
have no means of verifying or disproving
this allegation. This should not be taken
to imply that any changes ir the text
which may have been made were in response
to pressures from any humane organization;
if any such changes did occur, they proba
bly represented editorial revisions de
signed to make the panel'.s report less
controversial.
/

CAMPAIGN GETTING RESULTS

.Despite the publication of these HIS
reports-, the decompression chamber contin
ues to be used. Hardly a month goes by
without news being received of new pur
chases of decompression chambers. Right
here in the State of Florida, in which we
have.our headquarters, a number of these
chambers have been purchased within the
past year. Our reports have stopped the
use of these chambers ·by some societies
and public pounds, but as animal control
activities have expanded there probably
has been a net increase in the use of rap
id decompression.
The AHA is a federatiop of local humane
soc·ieties which are influential ·in con
trolling its policies and programs. Since
a majority of these local society shel
ters, ·especially the very influential ones
located in big cities,' use the decompres
sion chamber for "euthanasia",-it is most
natural that the American Humane Associa
fion has been the leading defender of this
method -over -the years.
We do not claim that the AHA has not
been sincere-in this defense. Many things
have been said against rapid decompression
by uninformed critic.s ..that were not true,
and·this has made many old-line humane, so
ciety officers believe that there is no
substance to any of the charges made
against this method.
As the analysis published in our Repalt:t
:to Humanltalu..a.n.6 Na.o. 20 and 21 demon
strated, rapid decompression does not pro
duce the "bends", which is ·the very pain
ful type of decompression sickness encoun
tered when deep-sea divers and caisson
workers operating under high pressures are
brought back.to normal pressures (decom
pressed) too .rapidly, and when aviators
with oxygen masks but not in pressurized
cabins or .suits. are too suddenly decom""'.
pressed. by rising to high aLtitudes. The
bends are caused by the formation of rii
trogen, bubbles which block blood vessels,
and by the distortion of nerve endings by
bubbles £orming·in.the·tissties·outside the
blood vessels, producing severe pain. - ·
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read or heard about the spectacularly
painful effects of the bends have assumed
that they apply also to animals decom
pressed in euthanasia chambers. - This ·is
not true, at least for most mature ani
mals, because it requires a longer period
of time for the bends to develop than that
during which the animals usually remain
conscious-in the chamber.
Anoxia, or hypoxia, which is interfer
ence with the normal flow of oxygen to
tissues of the body, which results in un
consciousness and later death, may give
rise to disagreeable symptoms in some ani
mals, such as dizziness, anxiety and
"headache", but these effects !)robably are
not sufficiently severe or common to off
set other advantages of this method.

UNDESIRABLE EFFECTS

The really undesirable effects of rapid
decompression arise mainly as a result of
the expansion of gas reservoirs co:ntained
within the body. As the ambient (outside)
air pressure is rapidly reduced during de
compression, the gases in these body cavi
ties obey the laws of physics by attempt
ing to ·expand, or to fina··an dutlec·-·so··-· that the internal and .exte)'.:'nal pressures
can be equalized. If these gases can
readily escape from the cavities or hollow
organs in which they are contained, such
as the lungs, gastrointestinal tract, and
sinus and inner ear passages, there is
little or no pain. If not, the pressure
of the expanding gases will produce what
in some cases may be severe pain.
Such pressures in the pulmonary system
ordinarily are not significant because
equalization of pressure quickly occurs by
outward passage of the gases through the
bronchial.tubes and trachea. But if pneu
mothorax (not a common condition in dogs)
is present before decompression, .the ex
pansion of gas within the pleural cavity
during decompression will compress the
lungs and shift the media'stinum, which
might cause some pain, or more likely
fright. Likewise, abdominal distensiou
could result in elevation of the diaphragm, thus causing a disagreeable feel
ing and possibly a reduction of pulmonary
ventilation capacity which might account
in some instances for the, gasping for
breath ·sometimes observed when animals are
decompressed. However, neither pulmonary
diffi.culties nor abdominal distension is
likely to give rise to much more than anx
iety and a feeling of discomfort, so are
not_ very important adverse results of de
compression.
The attempt of gases in the sinus pas
sages and middle ear to expand and escape,
as the outside pressure drops, may result
in painful pressures if catarrhal infec
tion obstructs the air passages. If the
opening from the inner ear to the naso
pharynx,(the eustachian tube) is_blocked,
the pressure built up in the inner _ear may
be especially painful.
Defenders of the decompression chamber
are given to claims that aviators and air
travelers are only temporarily and not
painfully affected by this process of
equalizing pressures. And one vociferous
defender of these machines proudly tells
of the time he himself underwent partial
decompression in a chamber without
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Are An i mal We l fare Soc iet ies a " R i pof f " ?

Sec.and 0 6 thJr.e.e. a/1.,UUeJ.>
In Re.poM: No. 3 0 (December , 1 974) ap
peared the first of three articles repre
senting our attempt to answer . the que stion
pos ed in the news bulletin of another so
ciety : "Are animal societies a ripoff? "
we decided to publish these articles with
some trepidation , not because we were
afraid of adverse reactions from other so
cieties , but because we might unintention
ally throw undeserved doubt on the worthi
ness of humane soc ieties in general or
some individual society in particular. We
concluded that the net effect would be
beneficial.
The reaction to the first article was
almost entirely favorable. Many an�al
lovers have entertained sincere doubts
about whether they have been giving inte l�
ligently to prevent animal suffering.
They eagerly seek some guidance on how to
evaluate the soc ieties competing for their
charitable dollar. They are not interest
ed in strident destructive criticisms by
and of rival societies , but in carefully
thought-out principles which they can use
in 'making their 'own evaluations .

A FEW OBJECT I ON S

There were , as anticipated , a very few
obj ections to or questions about the arti
cle from. our members . Mrs . James C.
Thompson , of Chicago , wrote : " • . • To in
still doubt merely makes p eople re luctant
to give to any (society) and thereby the
animals will suffer. " But she implicitly
questioned the validity of her statement
by enc losing a check ! We apprec iated her
comment as much as the contribution , be
cause it summed up in a few words other
less-concisely-stated obj ections which had
been made by humane soc iety officers to
the original ripoff article which teed us
off .
To be valid , this obj ection requires
that there be no alternative to any humane
society found wanting by any analysis.
__ But .. anyqne reading our article would krmw
that there are societies worthy of any an
imal lover ' s support. What is good for
the cont�ibutor is good for the animals:
channeling the flow of limited funds to
those societies in a position to use them
most. effective ly to stop animal suffering.
That cannot be done by failing to give po
tential .contributors the information ��
the basic principles they nee_d to have in
evaluating the relative merits of compet
ing soc ieties. So ·1ong as there are wor
thy alternatives to the unworthy socie
ties , the total amount given wil l not be
reduced as a result of this process , and
the results obtained will be enhanced if
poten tial contributors have the informa
tion required to give intelligently rather
than on the basis of impulse and pure sen
timent ,

STANDARD S NOT J UDGMENTS

'We understand that the other soc iety
that first raised the question did receive
much
criticism , and decided not to contin
7
ue its prop�sed serie s of articles. That ,
we believe , was primarily because it had
announced its intention to _ evaluate indi
vidual soc ieties by name .
It is an entirely different thing ; how
ever , to publish a set of tests or stan
dards which can be helpful to · the individ
Ual potential ·c ontributor - in making up his
or .her mind about which societies to pa
troniz.e .,, and how _much should go to .each .
.Such standards may be obj ectively arrived
at and stated , or those which ate of ne
cessity subj ective may be analyzed to show
more clearly what considerations may gov
ern the subj ective evaluation .
In effect , when people give to humane
societies they are purchasing the services
of an organization to do certain things or
accomplish certain results . Any intelli
gent purchase requires having some kind of
standards against which to evaluate the
. benefits expected against the cost . How
, could one _decide which · of numerous makes
aiid models. of autom9biles should be pur
chased , without having some standards or

abuses of animals occur in conducting
" pure scienc e " experiments which have no
prospect of benefiting anyone , now or in
the future (scientists would say we cannot
determine this in advance) . They believe
these improvements can be brought about . by
means of federal legis lation and coopera
tion with biomedical scientists without
hamstringing legitimate research and test�
ing , thus �liminating much or most of the
suffering of laboratory animals.
Which of the se three groups one falls
in depends in large part upon one ' s reli
gious , educational and environmental back
ground .
A veterinarian may be included in the
first group , because he has been inculcat
ed with the belief that the end j ustifies
the means , that animals have insufficient
ly-develop ed central nervous systems to
feel pain as humans do , and that " it is
better for a few animals to suffer to find
a cure for canc er than for millions of
people to suffer for lack of knowledge
that may be gained from an animal experi
ment . "
A Christian Sc ientist who has no faith
in medical treatments of disease may find
nothing in eithe� researc h or testing t�
OBJECT I VES I NFLUENCE APPRAI SAL
j ustify any laboratory use of animals. To
Any attempt to evaluate the worthiness
this firm believer , the " al l or nothing "
of any particulai; humane society must take
antivivisectionist approach may ma�e the
into account obj ec tives . The treatment of most sense.
laboratory animals and what to do about it
In the middle group are found animal
ftirnishes a perfect examp le .
lovers with wide ly varying understanding
of publ ic psychology , practical politics
LABORATORY AN I MALS
and
the other factors involved in gaining
Every true humanitarian or genuine ani
a;ceptance
of ariy specific proposal such ,
mal lover must be concerned about the man
as
.
laboratory_
animal legislation . The�e
ifold abuse s heaped upon many thousands of
is
a
corresponding
variation in, the types
animals in the laboratories each year .
of
remedial
programs
: for laboratpry aJ:i.i-:;
But our j udgments of what should and can
.
mals
which
they
will
support..
.. _
be done about it cover a very brpad specHumane
soc
ieties
exist
which
fall
withtrum .
in almost any part of this spectrum.
Some believe that this is a highly
Which
ones of them are the most worthy of
techn1· c· al problem beyond the comprehensiqn ·
.
your
contributions
and . other sup port?.
of the laymen who constitute the humane
One
of
the
large
national antivivisecmovement , and they have sufficient faith
tion
societ:i.�13
v_1:i.:t;l:t
..
whiGQ..
w� �Psgi�i,,m:rn,iJy
in t:he biomedical scientists to believe
exchange friendly differences of . opinion
the c laim that the welfare of laboratory
falls within the conventional , or what
animals is given every possible considerasome might refer to a.s the " extreme " antition. HIS does not agree , but many "oldvivisection position . Thi s antivivisecline " humane society contributors do.
tion society does not offer legislation to
They do not want their donations to be
stop "vivisection" , because it knows it
spent for antivivisectionist _ propaganda.
At the other extreme are the ardent an- p robably could not find even a -s :i.ngle · ·
tivivisectionists who refuse to compromise sp onsor in congress . . ( It also. claims . that
only state legislatures , not Congress , . .
by agreeing to any uses of animals by the
have
this power , overlooking the fact that
la�ratories. With them , it is " al l or
Congress
provides the funds with which
nothing" . They maintain that it is moralmost
of
th!=
work is conqµctE;c:;I, . } It · does
ly wrong for one species , man , to use the
not
sup
ort
legislation and other measure s
p
members of any other species for a selfish
osed
by
some
humane. societies , such as
pro
p
purpose , even to improve health • . Many of
our
sister
society
, the National Associa
these extreme antivivisec tionists eat meat
tion
for
Humane
Legislation
, to regulate :
or feed it to their dogs and cats , and
the
use
of
animals
in
laboratories.
The
wear leather shoes , but fail to se e in
. reasons g iven for th i s oppos ition ar e ( 1) .
that fact any inconsistency with their adamant policy against any us� of animals in ; that to support regu lation would seem to
· approve some uses of animals , whereas the·:
laboratories.
antivivisection soc iety is against all
Between these two extremes are to be
uses · and (2) it is believed that any reg�
found those whose position , essentially ,
ulation
would in effect "provide a fox to
is that all· "avoidable " suffering by laboguard
the
chickens " . In short , it offers
ratory animals should be stopp ed. By
no
constructive
program for _immediate ac
" avoidablel' they mean any that is not nee.
stop
as
many as possible of the
tion
to
essary to achieve the purposes of the exabuses
of
animals
in . laboratories .
periment .or test , and any suffering expeWhat,
then
,
do
the
members of this anrienced in · experiments or teSts the retivivisection
society
expect it to do?
sul ts of which are unlikely to juStify
The
answer
apparently
is
very s imple .
such suffering. The first of these two
They
expect
it
to
do
what
the disciples � f
tests involves . a knowledge of alternative_s
some
religious
order
would
expect of their
and analytical j udgment. The- second inchurch
:
to
continue
spreading
the gosp el
valves a :moral j udgment of the kind peop le
of
antivivisectionism
u
n
til
enough
p eop le
make frequently , as when Congress decides
are
enrolled
in
the
cause
to
have
suffiwhether to send relief food to an undevel�
cient impact upon the attitudes of the
oped �ountry or keep it for our own us e.
general
public and congress to achieve its
This middle group holds that the number
obj
ective
.
of animals used in experiments and teSts
This
simple
artic le of faith makes it
c ould and sho'Uld be greatly reduced by
necessary
only
to keep hammering away rebetter experim�ntal design , a fact which
etitively
at
the
basic themes of heartp
obj ective examination has demonstrated ,
less
and
needless
uses
of animals in laboand by the use wherever possible of exper·
ratories
,
and
the
moral
principle that I!lan
imental models other than live animals ,
should
not
exploit
other
spec ies ·for his
such as tissue cultures. They alsn beown
benefit.
No
need
for
arduous and
lieve that for the remaining animals much
frustrating
campaigns
to
obtain
1?1,boratory
suffering. could be avoided by using variposition
to such
legislation
.
In
fact
,
o
p
ous more humane experimental techniques ,
campaigns
conducted
by
,
humane
·societies
including. anes thesia , and by more humane
can be used to solidify the antivivisecways Of . hOUSing and CaJcing for the ani+- � nn c,,.-,-. ; t--u f momh.or cch i n _ hu . ,..;:i ,::,t- i CT;:i t- i nCT

whose names cou ld not even be spelled cor
rectly by 'the testators , who obviously
knew less about alternative organizations
than they did about alternative automo
biles they might be purchasing !
That is all we are trying to do in
these articles : provide information and
_ princ ip les that can be used by annual con
tributors and once-in-a- lifetime legators
in dec iding how to get the most out of
their donation. The decision itself must
be up to you , and we definitely are . not
suggesting that you accept our evaluation
of any individual society ,
That does not mean that we are unable
to make such an evaluation for our- own
purposes. If you ask , the writer will
tell you why he has chosen Humane Informa
tion Services (HIS) as the soc iety best
able to provide what he is seeking in . re
turn for his contributions and eventual
bequest. But some other humanitarian
might reach a different dec ision , although
having acc ess to the same information.
That is your privilege and even duty. We
wish you as much enj oyment out of your
giving to the cause of animals as we get
out of ours .
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sures serving to perpetuate vivisection ,
in contrast with the hoped-for eventual
millennium when no animals will be used .
No need to initiate programs seeking to
gain the ,cooperation of the more humane
elements .of the biomedical community in
improving laboratory animal conditions .
Just hire a clipping -service to assemble
newspaper and magazine articles re:).ating
to biomedical research and testing , . and an
intelli.gent girl to peruse the medical
j ournals searching for horrible examp les
of laboratory animal abuse , preferably
- with pictures .
It works ! Writes the managing director
. of the.- .A-V . society previously referred to :
. "Some day , I hope , you will change your
mind and see. the merits of sticking stead
.fast to the demand for abolition . _ There
has. to be some reason why (our society) is
the largest and wealthiest society of its
kind in the world . You wou ld be the first
to agree the reason is· not my personal
�harm , so it inust be our pol icy . "
Because this policy - seems so ineffec
tive , . compared with the potential produc ...;
tivenes s of the proposal s of the midd le
group , many of the latter think that the
A-V societies are j ust money-hungry rack
ets conducted for the) benefit of the paid
officers who run them . Humane Information
Services does not entertain this view ; we
believe in the sincerity of the members ,
director.s and officers of these orthodox
antivivisection societies , with one pos si..:
ble exception . In fact , the managing di
rector of the large A-V society which has
been quoted is extremely capable in public
· relations , and probably could. be making
much more money operat ing hi.s own P- R
agency , or working for some large corpora
tion • . We wish that. the i:lntivivisection. ists:, who have periodically attacked hu
mane societ;i,�!:i. an4 t,h_e tr leaders , would be
· as open-minded about' us a·s ·we are about
them. stirelY we can disagree about the
re lative effectiveness of alternative pol
iCies without public ly questioning . the
sincerity· ana' integl'.'ity of each other .

; . . •,.
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"Animal welfare societies have failed mis
erably . to do their j ob (tell ing their sto
ry to the man in the street) . (our socie
ty) is pushing an unpopular , at the mo
ment , reform , i s opposed by the most pow
erful tr.ade association , the AMA , in Amer
ica , yet I venture the assertion that (our
society ) has more paid-up , active members
than all the maj or humane societies put
together • • . . It is a constant source of
amazement to me that humane ' leaders' . • .
apparently do not have the foggiest notion
how to go about selling their product-
kindnes s to animal s--to the public . Their
idea of ' accomplishment' seems to be the
number of cats brought down from trees ,
the rescue of a dog that had fal len into a
hole , or , worst of all , their cowardly re
fusal to attack publ icly the ' humanitari
ans' who keep uncounted nurnbers · of unwant
ed animals alive , often under conditions
that ought to bring about the arrest and
prosecution of their ' rescuers ' .for cruel
ty . A bas ement filled with cats ' saved
from the vivisectors ' merely proves that
the need is fo:r: intelligence equal to com
passion . (Our society) exists for one
purpose : to place what we believe are the
facts about vivisection before as many
people as poss ible as quickly as pos sible
at the lowest pos sible cost per unit . We
are CREATING new antivivisectionists fast
er and faster-;--and when there are enough ,
vivi section will be replaced . Bet on it ! "
Hµmane Information Services , like most
other humane societies , does not agree
with this optimistic forecast of the fu:
ture public acceptance of the A-V doc
trine . But we believe that no humane so
ciety is in a position to criticize this
particular A-V society on the grounds that
it " simply puts your name on a computer ,
sends out news letters and constant re
quests for money . . . and advertises for
funds in emotiona l appeal s . " Once the
overriding policy of antivivisectionism is
accepted
, that is the best way to attempt
.
to achieve its goals .
· That particular society uses modern
methods of market analysis in placing its
advertiseinents· and direct mai l campaigns
for new members and contributions . We on
·J:v wish that it were possible to enlist
the resources and energies of this and
some other A-V societies iri behalf of what
we consider to be far more potentially effective programs for alleviation of the
suffering · of laboratory animals .

,. s,.;, , , , � . ,W r\JJ� l-\.,,I9 . § IJc.P.-R.O l;[L,?
. . . Now we are back. tp our relati9nsh;i.p, be...:
· t��en:. _obj ec½ iYeS . �Qd worthiri�s�_ . . . · .• If . you
are categorical1y. and totally opposed to
.the .,use. o·f: animals. .in · 1aboratqr.ies , not · .
just .to unneces sary .or . pai�fui uses , and
if you believ� that · it is only a inatter of
sHbu LD " LEAri ER's " LEAD ·oR FOLLow?
r:.��13qn.�lJ! : t_:i,i;ne _anq, . �11Cc!. tion _ until your
That points to still another yery im
. .qoc:t;r;ine.. w.,t.l.Lbecome gen.era ily accepted by
·t11e' .."pubirc·;· ·aria:· '{£ you ·i;e iieve that no
portant quest:i,on which must be answered in
pi:-cig"'fcµn s�ort oftotal abolition .will
trying to make a competent evaluation of
animal soc ieties .
achieve : ou:i::. �utual gqa ;ts , · w11ich society
A number of years ago , when the Con:
would you choo se to support?. Why , of
gress was consider ing proposed legis lation
course, the strait laced·, . unequivocal anti
to. regulate the use of . animals in labora
vivisection s9ciety • .
tories
, the largest A-V society was impo:r
It i s yvur money , which you can spend
.s ome of its members to modify its
tuned
by
on yourself , save for your children , or
policy
against
regulation and for total
give to whatever cause you may wish . Who
abolition . It conducted a poll of its
has the right to say you are wrong? Not
Humane Information ·services , even though
members , the returns from which were anawe strongly belic::!Ye that other approaches
. lyzed by independent auditors . The mailed
to the laboratory animal problem offer far
ballots contained statements of the case
greater opportunities for the prevention
for and , against regulation . The result of
of animal suffer ing . And not the physi- .
this poll was a seven-to-one vote for to
cians and veterinarians who view antivivi
tal abolition of vivisection and against
regulation . This sett led the matter so
sectionists as a "bunch of nuts " who
should be locked up , or prevented from
far as the management of the A-V society
was concerned .
voic ing their " crazy" opinions . Those
But the question arises , should that
worthies are the first and most voc iferous
society , if its directors thought that a
obj ectors when anyone proposes curbing
different policy was best for the animals ,
their own opinions or procedures .
have tried more aggressively to lead its
IF NOT OBJECTIVES )
members into acceptance of a pol icy dif
HOW ABOUT E F FIC I ENCY?
ferent from the one voted for? In this
But even though some cr itic s might
case , it appears that management agreed
grant any individual animal lover the com with its members . But what if it had not? ·
plete right and freedom to support the
There is little doubt that if humane
straitlaced antivivisection society as a
societies generally were to poll their
matter of pr inc iple , they might question
member s about what policies to pursue and
such support on the basis of efficiency ,
what programs to emphasize , the vote fre
of waste of the donated money in repeti
quently would be against the most · poten
tious · news bu lletins and emotion-packed
tially fruitful programs and in favor of
advertis ing.
the least productive in terms of amount of
Well � some of the A:-V societies have a
animal suffering that can be eliminated .
pretty good answer to that . Once the ba
Humane Information Services listens to its
sic premise of these societies is accept
members:--your president reads every incom
ed , namel.y a long- time program of public
ing letter , even though it sometimes be
conversion to the faith by publicity and
comes quite a chore�-but as experienced
continual ly-expanding membership , the per and sincere leaders in humane work re fol
formance records of some of the A-V socielow the policies we believe to be most ef
r,:,r-i- hr,::, i TI ;ichisvina our qoals .
We then
..

- _ ,_
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ters , these policies receive your enthusi
astic support .

ADVERTISEMENTS A R I POFF?

The challenging article in the humane
society publication which instigated our
own inquiry and the reply to a letter we
sent to its author , refer disparagingly to
certain humane societies " that advertise
for funds in emotional appeals , make
statements that are neither true nor fac�
tual , and use donated funds for purposes
other than those espoused within their
literature and ads . "
This criticism raises two questions
about these ads . F irst , is it ethical ,
and helpful to the humane movement , to run
ads prepared by an advertising copy writer
who uses words designed , not to educate
the publ ic about some important humane
problem , but to produce one simple result :
a contribution or return of a coupon which
may lead to future membership and contri
butions? Exaggerations , · omissions of im
portant qualifying facts , or even down
right false statements may not bother such
a writer , any more than when they are of
fered to promote the sale of a commercial
product . Advertis ing , by its very nature ,
is propaganda rather than information . . It
is designed to achieve a specific action
by the reader for the benefit of the ad
vertiser , even though incidentally it
sometimeEi may help the reader who re
sponds .
Advertising is costly . Strictly insti
tutional ad s usually do not pay for them- .
selves in terms of immediate results .
This forces the humane society advertis er
to resort to a plea for help in deal ing
with some specific cruelty , which must be
depicted in rather sensational terms if
the plea is to be effective . If the soci
ety should run' advertisements designed to
really inform the public about some humane
problem , rather than to give the impres- .
s ion that the only thing needed to end the
described cruelty is a nice contrib11tion ,
the ads would be j ust a heavy · expense , not
a source of present and future net income .
To get the attention of . a newspaper or
magazine reader , . and, · then ,persuade., ,him to
act· immediately , requires resort to all of
the tricks of the advertising trade . once
the contributor has been "hooked " it may
be possible to induce more informative
reading .
So , we should not be too critical of
these emotional appeals , if' they work !
Humane Information Service s has never re
sorted to such promotional devices , partly
because they go against our grain , and
partly because we have not had either the
money or time to prepare and use a good
advertising campaign . Let humanitarians
be assured : effective fund raising of
this kind requires undivided attention ,
much expertise , and time . The results
must be analyzed for use in guidi.ng addi
tional ad placement . And direct-mail fund
rais ing also is difficult , time-consuming
work . The results may be a deluge of con
tributions , or bankruptcy ! This is a
phase of humane work that should not be
entered lightly . If the top staff members
devote their time and energies to the cam
paign , little will be left over for con
ducting the regular programs for humane
accomplishment • . The additional contribu
tions received may have . to be used to hire
new staff members to do the work of those
diverted to fund raising , thus leaving the
society with
larger volume of contribu
tions and a much bigger budget , but no
more actual humane work accomplished .
The second question raised by these ad
vertisements is , should funds contributed
by those who respond be used for purposns
other than the one indicated in the ad?
Should contributions reques ted to "help
stop the clubbing of baby seals " actually
be used to pay the general overhead of the
society?
If all humane societies 'refrained from
shifting funds from proj ect to proj ect , as
deemed to result · in most effective use of
the money , they would re�lly be in diffi
culties . Only if the contributions re
sulting from the ads are used largely to
pay higher salaries and expenses of the
society' s chief officers do we think this
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ARE H I G H SALAR I E S A R I P O F F ?

Judging by letters we receive, some hu
manitarians make judgments about the hon
esty and efficiency of the societies to
which they might contribute largely on the
basis of the salaries paid the executives
who manage and conduct the soc ieties ' op
erations. '!'hey begrudge "large" salaries
of $ 2 5, 000 to $ 5 0, 000 per year plus gener
ous expense allowances paid to some humane
society executives.
It wou;J.d be easy for the people at Hu
mane Information Services to allow them
selves to succumb to this prejudice. Your
president and . editor, "Doc ", receives no
compensation at all, which tends to en
courage a holier- than-thou attitude toward
societies that pay high salaries. Emily�
after five years' · faithful and exception
ally capable service to HIS, receives a
salary about half what she could easily
make in private employment. Everyone else
on the HIS payroll is paid the bare mini
mum. Doc is able to c are for himself, but
greatly regrets the society ' s present in
ability to pay decent salaries to employ
ee"s who depend on this income for a liv
ing.
Unfortunately, many of the members of
hmnane societies are deprived economical
ly, and no small proportion are dependent
upon Social Secur ity. I_t goes against the
grain for them to squeeze out a few dol
lars for membership dues in a society, on
ly to find that its president makes more
than the governor of their state !
This, however, really is a shortsighted
viewpoint. What humane soc ieties need
above all else is inspired, capable, hon-'
est leadership. The only ways to get it
are to find volunteers who have the re
quired experience, education,. personal ca
pac ities and dedication, or _ to go out into
the marketplace and bid competitively for
the services of qualified executives. ·
Qualified volunteers will ing to take the
buffets appertaining td humane sdc iety op
eratibhs are extremely · scarce. The only
alternative is to pay salaries adequate to'
attract, not those who have - f ailed in and
:-who'ishrfnl<Ffrbin the' cbni.petit:Ebil" Of the
business or professional world,• but thbse
who have succeeded. ·
So , although quite a few humanitarians
would s ettle for large salaries to execu
tives as a test for the ripoff, HIS · does
not agree. · · Generally speaking, and with
many exceptions such as HIS ( ! ) , the humane
societies that pay · competitive salaries to
their staffs are more efficiently· operated
than those run by low-paid workers and by
volunteers. But it also is true that the
of such ----------organizations must take
directors -spec ial pains to prevent their societTes°"
from degenerating into sinecures for the
highly-paid staffs, which otherwise may
take over complete control and adopt poli
cies and procedures designed mainly to
avoid rocking the boat and to perpetuate
themselves in office. For example, the
high.-salaried shelter manager may not wish
to stop adopting out unspayed females . be
cause he is afraid this will cause a loss
of income from adoptions and invite pro
te's ts from uninformed members. All that
some of these well-paid executives of both
local and national organizations want is
to keep the peace among members and the
public, keep the contributions or revenue
from the local government rolling in, and
avoid any questions about management.
That is not conducive of progress or the 
welfare of the animals.
We know of a few soc ieties that we have
reason to believe are operated largely for
the benefit of their top officers. Pre
tending to help the animals is merely a
means to the end of gaining personal bene
fits. One recently-formed society, which
is expertly directed to appeal to the emo
tions of animal lovers, took in more money
during its first year of operation than
HIS has during its nearly ten years of
hard, back-breaking work . According to an
investigative reporter for a, newspaper,
nearly �11 of this money went into salary
and expenses for the executive director
and his secretary, or into more newspaper
ads and other publicity designed to get
still more gravy for the promoter. Yet,
HIS has received from some of our members
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off " organization, asking us to boost it .
in our Re.po/Lt :to HumCU'IM'.M.,{,a,n6 !
There are a few such national societies
that have made a big enough splash to ab
sorb a significant amount of humane funds.
We regret that we cannot name them in this
report to our members, for reasons ex
plained in the first of this series of ar
ticles. If you think you are in danger of
giving to one of these organizations, just
ask yourself, "What has this society done
other than to point out some spectacular
cruelties? Does it deal with the really .
important humane problems ; or almost sole
ly with the relatively unimportant exam
ples of cruelty which are of currently
popular interest? What remedial programs
does it offer ? Does its literature read
like a public relations man ' s blurbs, . or
like it was intended to actually accom,
plish something ? " . Do you always agree
with what the society says, w h ich indi
cates they are feeding you what you want
to hear, not what you, should hear , or are
you sometimes startled or disturbed by
what is said? Are the programs mainly
those which ride some current fad, or do
they break new ground?
· we hope your j udgment is . good, because
we hate to see much-needed humane funds
going to such barren uses.

THE FALLACY OF " HANDL I NG AN I MALS"

The humane organization whose challenge
of various other animal societies partly
spurred us to write these articles is a
well-run county society engaged in operat
ing a shelter. This circumstance is re
flected in some of its criticisms. Its
executive director . says :
" I' m very tired of seeing struggling
little local animal care organizations
barely surviving while so-called national
groups rais� funds throughout the country
without ever handling one animal. . . "
This statement reflects a common preju
dice found among humanitarians and others
who . equate "actually helping the animals "
with "actual ly handling the animals". In
Florida, for instance , humane soc iety . ani
mal shelters, even orie which kills its
dogs with the cruel drug succinylchoJine
chlori<;le •.. are . exeI!\pt fr9i:.n J:pe; �st:�t.�.� csale¥
tax, while soc ieties ,which do , µot actual;I.y
keep .animals on the premises are not ex
empt.
_This . is the same basic fallacy encoun
tered in many other _walk�_ of· life. Marx,
ists hc1,ve the erroneous id.ea . that only the
''workers '' are productive, that it is the
people who actually use the tools and' han
dle the product who contribute the most to
soc iety. The planners, managers, capital- ,
ists and others who indirectly facilitate
the productive process and make it far
more fruitful than it otherwise would be
are viewed as lesser contributors, or · even
parasites.
The humane society shelter manager who
belittles organizations that do not actu
ally handle animale forgets that some of
the most important humane problems cannot
be effectively dealt with by putting on
coveralls and wading in manure.
In fact, we believe that one of the
most valid criticisms of the humane move
ment is that too large a proportion of its
concerns has been with "actually handling
an imals". Far too much time and money has
been spent rescuing and caring for the
surplus of dogs and cats which would have
been better spent in promoting effective
animal controls and other means of elimi
nating the surplus.
We feel that this oft-heard critic ism
of national organizations is provincial
and shortsighted, and that animal lovers
considering to wl)om their contributions
should go could well eliminate the physi
cal handling of animals as a test. Simi
larly, a local humane society which effec
tively "rides herd" on the local public
pound to see that it is operated humanely ,
and which engages actively in other much
needed humane activities, may be more wor�
thy of support than one wh ich does a half
hearted j ob of running a shelter, but lit
tle else.

COOP ERAT I O N OR D I S S E N S I ON?

One of the significant tests of whether
or not a · humane society is deserving of
support is its willingness to cooperate
with other societies in dealing with mutu-

to efficiency and accomplishment in some
fields of humane activity.
Constructive criticism of the polic ies
and procedures of other societies is nec
essary and desirable, for the same reason
that the give and take of democracy is
better than totalitarianism . For. the good
of the animals, societies and their offi
cers should be able and willing to take as
well as give constructive criticism. But
in the humane movemer, :.:, shrill denuncia- .
tions of o�her societies is far more com
mon than willingness to discus s rationally
any differences of opinion that exist.
Some humane. problems are capable of
satisfactory solution through the activit¥
of a single organization. But most of the
important ones,, especially those involving
legislation, can be dealt with effectively
only by j oint effort toward a common goal.
Humane Information . services has repeat
edly proposed meetings to discuss · priori-'
ties and the advantag es ·and disadvantages
of alternative approaches to the larger
problems , and to agree on some cours.es of
action to be followed by all in a coopera
tive effort. We are willing to abide by
any j oint dec is ion arrived at amicably by
obj ective consideration of the is sues .
But we have found that very few humane so
cieties are willing to do this. They are
afraid that such cooperation . will result
in the loss of some df the credit for any
accomplishment, or ·that it wi ll cramp
their fighting style. The prima donnas ·. of
the humane world would rather fight than
switch !
It is rather easy to spot such organi,
zations, whose publications . feature shrill
denunciations rather than reasoned differ
ences of opinion. This constant battle
stance can result not only in failure to
accomplish anything · con structive, but ac
tually prevent significant accomplishment
by others . That might be called a ripbf;f !
' ,,

THE BIG. RIPOFF

In this article . we have, examined spme
pf the complaints or di:m�ts commonly , , ex':"' ,
pressed • about. _humane �qc ieties r and whic.h
are the bas is for - charges . made that. spnle
of these organizations constitute a "rip
off". On the · whoie, ' howev�r f'•'n 1.humane .2s;o.ci,,,,
eties come off rather: w'� ll i: "this sc:i:uti
ny. There are very few ariiinal organiz·a. 
tibris · that represent the' sCandal.ous sort
Of "r ipoff$ II ·which have ;been · descrihed'"1Il
recent art ic les a.na · books · abi:n.1t Peop1� . .
· ' _' !_ " ·.
charities. · ·
. ·
But that · ccmciusiori is r'eacned ' ort · :fne_'
basis of the kinas= '.of-'•t.e-sts_
plied to ch_aritable_ organizations. · There
is on:e additional, all-inclusive
test
d
which deals with en s , riot means fo ' these
ends. That test is :ba sed ori accomplish
ments . After all the good · works, the gen
erous g iving, the . heart-warming speeches,
the countles s leaflets, the millions of
pet animals cared for, ' the cruelty cases ·
investigated, and the legislation pro -'
posed , what net progress has been made in
reduc ing animal suffering ? If that prog
ress has been small in relation to such
prodigious effort, something is . wrong. It
might well be termed a ripoff.
so , that is the " really big " question:
how to judge humane societies on the b�sis
of results achieved. This final phase of
the ripoff question posed by the society
which initiated this entire inquiry will
be covered ·in the third and final article
of this series, to appear in our next is
sue.
We are well aware that three long arti
cles may appear to be over-emphasis of the
subj ect . But we ask you: does this not
get to the heart of the problem of making
humane work more productive? _ If contribu
tors and legators are to hand over their
money with little consideration for how it
is to be spent, merely responding to a
sentimental ·desire to help the poor , ani- '
mals, what incentive is there for making
humane societies more effective? We do
not think tha_t the county society that
raised this question in its news bulletin
should be criticized for doing .so. It was
a provocative and worthwhile artic le. But
the questions it raised - cannot be answered
in a few bri�f paragraphs . Comprehensive
and useful answers may make labored read
ing, but we believe that both our members
and the animals will benefit if you make
rhA Affort to follow throuah on this se-
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experiencing discomfort . Such c itations
mean nothing . One cannot general ize from
individual experienc e in such matters .
Ninety percent of air traveler s experience
little or no . difficulty in ad justing to
changes in air pressures of the degree
usually encountered , and experienc ed pi
lots learn to �pen the eustacnian tube s
during decompres sion .
But according to a report by the Na
tional Research Counc il , about ten perc ent
of healthy humans fai l to. adj u st rapidly
to the change in pressure , and about 1 . 5
!Jercent experience pain . Among the latter
is the author of thi s artic le , who exper i
ence s severe pain during and following
plane trips , and has had his eardrums
painfully punctured all too many time s
dur ing costly after-trave l treatments by a
variety of ear specialist s . But he does
not attempt to generalize from this indi�
vidual experience , and would be grateful
if defenders of the decompres sion chamber
would\ also follow thi s well-known pr inci
ple of log ic .
What proportion of the dogs , cats , pup
pies and kittens destroyed i n the rapid
decompressio� chambers exper ie nce complete
or partial failure to . equalize pre s sure s ,
particular ly in the ear cavities , and
hence experience anything from mild to
very severe pa in dur ing the up to two min
utes of consc ious ne s s whi le being decom
pressed?
Nobody knows the precise answer to this
quest ion , but . we do know enough to form
useful and probably quite reliable conc lu
sions on the subj ect . This knowledge has
been very we ll summar ized by three Br it i sh
scientists and veterinar ians quoted below .

CONDITION OF ANIMA LS A KEY FACTOR

Humane Information Services , Inc . , St . Peter sburg , Florida 33705

M.RCVS , veterinary surgeon in charge of the
Animals ' Hospita l , in �ondon , also empha
sizes the differenc es between man and ani
mals , and among different species of ani
mals and within a given spec ies , with re
spect to the pos sible painful effects of
rapid decompress ion : " In cats , particu
larly those pre sented for destruction ,
there i s fair inc idence of upper respira
tory tract infection , as a result of the
prevalence of cat f lu . In this species ,
therefore , there wil l always be an element
of doubt as to whether the animal died
painlessly. In dog s catarrhal infect ions
are not as common except during virus in
fections , which is when a good many dogs
are in fact destroyed . On the whole the
absolute c ertainty of the absence of any
obstruction of the eustachian tubes can
never be definite , and on the se grounds I
do not think (decompression) would be an
acceptable method of destruction : "

U , S , VS , BR I TI S H VETER I NARIANS

Why do we c ite these statements by
British veter inarians exp laining why rapid
decompression is not humane ? Why not
quote Amer ican veter inarians? The answer
is very s imple : we c ould find no state
ment? in writing made by U . S . veterinari
ans which indicate that they really under
stand: the problem . That is why the scien
tific evidenc e given in our Re.pott NM . 2 0
and 2 1 i s mostly from U . S . scientists who
have done research in th� field of aero
space medicine . The veter inary college s
in this country have not done any real re
search in this field . The panel appo inted
by the AVMA in 1969 , which authored the
197 2 report on euthanasia , did not conduct
any res earch . In fact , we have reason to
be lieve tha't s ome member s of the panel had
never even seen a decompre s s i0n chamber of
the kind used in an imal she lters when the
report was prepared .
The people of England are noted for
their compas s ion and take an active inter
est in pos itive programs to ame liorate an
imal suffer ing . This is reflected in the
attitudes of British veterinarians·. In
that country , one need not apologize for
" bothering " veterinar ians with questions
about hwnane problems , and hwnanitarians
are not viewed as " animal nut s " on the
other side of some invisible but neverthe
less realistic fence separating the " sci
entis ts " from the " fanatics " . Humanitari
ans receive respectful attention from vet
erinarians , not as a matter of public re
lations but because they are genuinely in
teres ted in humane problems . Many ind_i
vidual veterinarians in the United States
are equal ly humane-minded , but others seem
more interested in guarding their profes
s ional pocketbooks than in being truly hu
mane .

According t o Profes so� Bryan H . C . ·
M�tth.'="WS , F . R. s . , of' the Physiological
Laboraj::.o{y , Cill,!lbr idge Univer sity , England ,
quoted in a statement by the Univer sities
Federation for Ariimal Welfare (UFAW) :
" The change of pre s sure ha s to reach the
middle ear , otherwise the eardrum is forc
ed out and may produce severe pain . In
man this equal ization of pressure . is ef
fected by opening the eustachian tube at
the back of the throat either by voluntary
effort (with practice ) or unconscious ly' in
swal lowing , and dur ing reduction in pre s
sure thi s must be done many time s to avoid
pain: deveJoping . Laboratory animals do
not seem to ,. c lear their ear s ' easily du.r
ing redUctioh. . bf: preisure , and thi s seems
to me to rai se a maj or difficulty in ap
plying this pr :iposal (rapid decompres
s ion) . . Laboratory animals , even with very
s low reduction of pre s sure , often . show
s igns ( scratching the ear s , etc . ) that
they are distressed by this effect , and
anaesthetiz ed cats decompressed_ at rates
THE CASE AGA I NST DECOMPRESSION
to lerable to human being s suffer severe
Despite all of the evidence contained
inj ury to the ear s which might be expected . in our . Re.pofl..t No-6 . Z O and 2 1 , . anJ. summa
to be painful ; moreover any infective c on- · rized in this article , only a few days be
dition of . nose and throat i s often accom
fore we go to press a r�presentative of
panied by blocking of the eustachian tube
another national humane society said to
by mucus , etc . , making decompression im-.
us : " You may think you under stand the
possible without severe pain or inj ury to
problem , and I may agree with you , but the
the eardrum . I would imagine many . animals
veterinarians don ' t � They demand scien
to be destroyed might be in such condi.;..
tific evidence . We have got to do more
ti6n . · This , I think , makes it most im
research in order to prove our case . ''
probable that decompres s ion could be suc
But it will do no good to do more re
cessfully employed for painle s s animal desearch . if the veterinarians will not read
struction � "
the results . Because of the importance of
Dr . Phyllis Croft , MRCVS , a UFAW Fel-·
the effects of decompression to the aero
low , a l so presents the case for severe
space industry , the Air Force , and to
pain in the inner ear and upper re spirato
those engaged in deep.;.. sea d iving and tun- ·
ry tract : "Virus infections in dogs fre
ne ling , a vast. .amount of research already
quently produc.e catarrhal inflammation of
ha s been done in thi s field , far more than
the respiratory system : thi s symptom may
the humane movement could ever hope to ac
occur in t.he .v ery ear ly . stage s of the in
compl i sh . We need only study thoroughly
fection , or a s a persistent complication
the results of this research as reported ·
months after the acute symptoms have sub
in the very volwninous profe s sional liter
sided . It .is . not always . po s s ible to de�
ature , as Humane Information Services has
termine whether or not catarrh is present
done .
by examination of the living animal . Dogs
The humane society representative quot
are often de stroyed on account of virus
ed . above says , "But you cannot get veteri�
· infections such as d:j_steinper , and it is
narians on the other side to agree with
therefore likely that many . dog s pre sented
your f ind ings . " Our answer is that any
for destruction wil l have catarrh , and
veterinarian or · scientist will agree , if
that this condition wi ll not be obvious .
you can back him into a corner and .ask him
The eustachian · tu.bes of such ddg s will
two simple questions :
probably be , obstructed and the (decompre s
( 7 ) 11.) U .tJw.e. ;tha;t_ J..f'J ewt ·.v.i bulppe.d
s ion) method cif des.truction would then
in. :the: inneJr. e.M. be.c.a.u6 e. o 6 blo c.12.e.d e.(11.);ta
cause conciderable pain . Hence , I . do not
cJua.n tube& , . Ofi-d �he _ <:1" b,[e.n;t CWt p/te61.iu.Jte.
-

�

�

-

_ L_ _

_: _

__
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- --

on

( 2 ) 11.) il tll.ue. ;tha.t dog-6 and c.a;t,5
:the. fund de&tll.o yed ..ln. humane.. Mue:ty 1.:, he.£
:teJUi a.n.d pubUc. poun.clo nJr.e.que.ntly Me. .6 u.b 
j ec.t :t.o a.c.u.te o Jc. c.fvr.o ni c. Jc. e& p,Uta,toll.lJ fu 
e.M e& wlu.c.h pM du.c.e. c.a.:to.M.h a.n.d ma.y c.a.u6 e.
blo c.k.a.g e. o n :t.he. eu.6:ta.c.hi.a.n. tube& ?
Any veterinarian replying must say yes
to both of the se questions . In doing so ,
he automatically s ays that the decompres
s ion chamber is not humane for those ani
mals qf the type covered by the second
que
stion .
·
We do need additional research of the
kind referred to in a later section of
this report , designed to make decompres
sion iess inhumane . But we don ' t need it
to provJ that thi s method i s not humane
for many of the mil lions of animals de
s troyed annually in these chambers . And
e specially we do not need the kind of so
called research whi ch is designed to pro�
duce "result s " supporting the position of
those who defend the chamber , such as de
compres sing two animal s to determine if
there has been hemorrhaging of the inner
ear . There has been enough such nonsense
already .
Rapid decompression does cause pain for
some animal s . It is not "euthanasia " , '
which according to the dictionary means
"painles s death" , but a death which i s
convenient , inexpensive and out o f s ight ·
of the employees who must handle thi s dis
agreeable _ task .

HOW TO MA KE RAPID DECOMPRESSION
LESS I N HUMANE

Rapid decompres sion has many i3-dvantages
lrom - the standpoint of shelter management :
it s implifie s the task of killing the ani
mals , eliminates the need . for hand ling the
individual animals as they are "put to
sleep " ( employees who can ' t stand. to see
the dogs and cats pass out before their
eyes seem to have no hang-ups over shut
ting them in a: metal cylinder or box ) ,
eliminate s the hazards to per sonnel of
carbon monoxide , e l iminates the difficul
ties and red tape involved in obtaining
supplies of barbiturates , and makes po ssi
ble the utilization of low.,.-paid employees .
Hence , these chamber s no doubt . will con
tinue indefinitely to be used in many· of · .
the larger shelters and pounds .
Only in c ities or counties where the .
members of humane societies and the gener�
al public are aware of the real issues and
ins i st that something be done to eliminate
this common source of animal suffering
wi ll the decompre ssion chamber be elimi.;..
nated a ltogether . Because of the continu
ing e ffort to sweep such subj ects under
the rug , and the failure of any national
societies except HIS to conduct aggressive
public campaigns against inhumane method s
of destroying anima l s in shelter s and
pound s , it will require many year s to edu
cate the public . So , we might as wel l
make the best of i t and d o what we can to
red�ce the amount of suffer ing involved .
What can be done ?

IN SPECTION AND CERTIF I CATION

The answer to this question which coi:ries
from the AHA i s a program of " inspection
and certification for. member organizations
to insure that all equipment being used,
( i s } in �roper operating condition and
that the people using the equipment (are )
properly trained in . its operation . " The
artic le in Shop,ta,lfz. previous ly c ited goe s
on to describe some of the conditions
ari sing from lack of proper maintenance
which such · inspections may turn up ,. such
as shock absorbers on high altitude equip
ment that may become so deteriorated that
the rubber breaks away and fouls the
valves in the compre�sor , lack of proper
seali ng of the doors to the chambers be
cause of deter iorated door gaskets , and
inaccurate vacuum gauge s .
Hwnane Information Services urgently
suggests that mere inspection of the de
compression chamber for pos sible mechani
cal defects wil l not suffice . On the con..
trary , it may actually give a s ense of
false security , and be used to salve the
conscienc e s of - shelter managers whos e
chambers , a lthough well maintained , ·still
c ause much unnecessary suffering . For
such an inspection and certification pro
gram to do much good , so far as the decom-
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to dull the pain. We don ' t know this ; it
If the cost· li.mitation is imposed by lim
is
only
a
reasonable
hypothesis,
extremely
ited contributions , there must be other
( 1) All animals suspected of being or
spending
by the soc iety or the shelter
difficult
to
prove
or
disprove.
having been subj ect to acute or chronic
which
could
be reduced with less important
The
noted
authority
,
Dr.
H.
G.
diseases of the upper respiratory tracts
effect
upon
the animals ' welfare. or ,
Armstrong
,
whose
observations
relating
to
should be separated from the healthy ani
members
surely
would respond to a special
the
foregoing
highly
important
points
are
mals to be destroyed, and "put to sleep"
cited
in
detail
in
Repou
to
HwnanLtaJua.n.-6
appeal
for
funds
for this spec ific pur
in some other manner. When animals Me
No
.
Z
O
,
pp.
3
and
4
,
says:
"When
anoxia
pose.
received at the shelter, inquiries should
is induced very suddenly • . • the subj ective
Frequently, the main reason why the
be made regarding evidence of the recent
symptoms
are
much
more
pronounced
•
•
•
.
The
shelter
uses rap�d decompression appears
existence of such conditions , and a nota
subj
ect
(sometimes)
becomes
dizzy,
sees
to
be
that
the shelter personnel , from
tion made on the receiving form. Such ef
spots
before
his
eyes,
and
has
a
distinct
manag
ing
director
to attendant , prefer to
forts will not uncover all instances of
sensation
of
suffocation.
"
It
is
possible
have
the
killing
out
of sight, out of
blocked air passages, but at least should
that
a
slower
rate
of
decompression
might
mind.
Shelters,
for
obvious
reasons, al
eliminate the more obvious cases.
diminish
or
avoid
these
disagre,eable
symp
ways
try
to
attract
people
who
have at ·
( 2) Young animals withstand anoxia or
least
some
genuine
concern
for
animals,
toms.
hypoxia much better than adults , because
These bits of partial evidence do. not
and to them it is most disagreeable to be
they are not so susceptible to diminished
. prove that the present stan
conclusively
in constant contact with the death pro
oxygen supply in the blood. This probably
dard
respecting
the
rate
of
decompression
cess
.
accounts for . some of the instances report
An
even more cogent reason why shelter
used
by
the
manufacturers
of
the
decom
ed to HIS in which puppies have been ob
pression
equipment
and
by
the
AHA
in
its
management
prefer s some mechanical means
served to rise from the pile of dead dogs
testing
and
certification
program
is
too
of
destroying
the animals is that some of
coming out of the chamber after being held
the
alternative
methods of euthanasia,
high,
but
certainly
j
ustify
the
conclus
ion
at maxi.mum vacuum for periods of ten or 15
.
that
this
point
should
be
thoroughly
such
as
inj
e
ctions
of sodium pentobarbi- ·
minutes (other cases may . reflect pockets
studied
befor.
e
too
much
reliance
is
placed
tal
,
require
a
considerable
degree of ex
of air trapped among the bodies of the
on
any
certification
that
a
chamber
"
is
in
pertise.
The
only
person
in
the shelter
several animals included in a load placed �
Perhaps
a
cham
top
operating
condition".
to
whom
the
j
ob
can
be
entrusted
may be
in the chamber , deficient gauges , or fail
ber
with
a
slightly
leaky
gasket
and
a
de
the
manager
himself,
or
the
veterinarian
. ure to leave the animals in the chamber
ficient vacuum pump could be less inhumane
if one is on the staff, or one of the em- ·
for the full length of time required to
·
ployees
of greatest ability who is needed ,
than
one
certified
as
in
excellent
operat
insure death) . In any event, puppies un
.ing
condition
!
We
don
'
t
know,
but
should
for
other
supervisory duties. None of
_der four months of age should never be
these
wants
to watch dogs and cats going
try
to
find
out
before
making
confident
killed in the decompression chamber. And
through
the
various stages of euthanasia
statements
about
.
w
hat
is
the
best
speed
of
s ince cats are so frequently subj ect to
every
day--it
becomes very depressing.
ascent.
This
is
one
aspect
of
our
exten
diseases which may lead to stoppages . of
This
is
especially
true . for those who feed
sive
re.search
on
euthanasia
which
we
have
·
air passages, it is highly preferable that not yet been able to get to, for lack of
and
care
for
the
dogs
in their cages for
they, too, should be destroyed by some
funds
and
personnel.
days
or
weeks
,
become
real
friends, and
other , more humane method.
·
then
roust
watch
them
die
.
..
(
4)
The
biggest
claimed
advantage
of
This wr iter has observed the euthanas ia
How much easier it is to tell the low
rapid decompression is the large volume of
rooms of shelters using decompression
animals
that
may
be
destroyed
in
a
given
roan
on the she lter totem pole to take the
chambers , and talked with mariy shelter
ti.me
period
by
only
one
employee.
But
dogs
to the euthanasia room , shove the
managers, but rarely has encountered one
this
speed
depends
on
maxi.mum
utilization
carriage
into the chamber, c lose the door,
in which provis ion is made and utilized
and
turn
the
switch !
of
the
chamber
'
s
capacity,
by
filling
it
for an alternate method of euthanas ia for
The
several
. types of gas chambers which
with
animals
each
time
it
is
operated,
dogs suspected of respiratory malfunc
approach
the
convenience
of the decompres
quick
emptying
of
the
equipment
for
its
tions , puppies , and cats and kittens.
sion
chamber
require
somewhat
greater ex
next
use,
ar:r
d
minimizing
the
time
required
Usually they all go to the chamber. This
pertise,
attention
and
personal
contact.
to
make
sure
all
of
the
animals
are
dead
is pri.ma fac ie evidence that the so-called
before
removal.
And
each
of
these
also
raises
questions
euthanas ia in such shelters is not really
about humaneness.
The need for speed and volume can very
humane. We hope that the AHA wi ll make a
easily
lead
to
filling
the
chamber
too
The roost inconvenient of all of the al
suitable requirement of this kind a part
full , putting ill-assorted dogs of differ
ternatives is the inj ection of sodium pen
of its inspection and certification proing sizes , sexe.s and dispositions in the
tobarbital or other drugs. This requires
. .. . __ . .. gram •. - � ·
same
cage
,
cutting
short
the
holding
perithe services of ' a veterinarian or somebody
( 3 ) The tests made to determine operat
od
after
maximum
vacuum
has
been
achieved,
working
under his supervision. Quite a
ing efficiency of . the decompression cham
and failing to properly c lean the cage of
few shelters that have employed vets, for
bers are based on preconceived , a priori
feces , urine and vomit which are emitted
this purpose among others , f ind that the
notions about what is the ideal speed of
by many animals during decompression. The
daily grind of administering the drugs
s imulated ascent. The general principle
soon gets on the nerves of the vet , who
latter
point
may
be
considered
by
some
to
seems to be based on the assumption that
then suggests that his ti.me <::ould ,:aore
be
more
a
matter
of
aesthetics
than
huthe faster the speed of 'simulated ascent
profitably
be spent on sp·aying or in
maneness,
but
we
dislike
the
idea
of
dump
(or the lower the period of time required
'treating
sick
and inj ured animals.
ing
the
doomed
animals
into
a
cage
which
to reach the �pec ified degree of vacuum)
is
filthy
and
smelly
,
even
if
it
is
only
The
most
convenient
and humane method
the less is the likelihood that the animal
for
a
few
minutes.
of
all
would
�be
oral
administration
of a
will suffer. But, as shown in our compre
The
need
for
adequate
holding
time,
lethal
dose
of
some
tranquilizing
drug
in
(
5)
hensive analysis of rapid decompression
and erroneous statements by the AVMA eu
the
food.
But
no
drug
fully
suitable
for
previously cited, this assumption may be
thanas1a panel which might mislead shelter
this purpose from the standpoint of cost
quite erroneous. A slower rate . of ascent
personnel to unduly minimize the holding
and
easy purchase presently is available.
may be less conduc ive of pain than a very
time , were covered in Repou No . 2 1 • ·
Humane
Information Services is inclined to
rapid one.
Since
this
factor
is
an
essential
part
of
believe
that if as much effort as has gone
We do not know who was . responsible for
any attempt to make rapid decompression
into
the
search for drugs for other pur
this questionable assumption , or upon what
less inhumane , it should be formally in
poses
had
gone into this search , it would
evidence or reasoning it was based . Pos
corporated in the operational standards
have
been
successful.
We have not given
s ibly it reflects the fact that the effect
used.
up.
of. decompression which was most feared
HIS suggests, therefore, that any cer
Each of the presently-available alter
during the early days in which this method
tification
of
a
high
altitude
chamber
natives
to the decompress ion chamber will
was first used , · the "bends " , usually re
should
include
reference
to
all
of
these
be
examined,
one at a ti.me, in future is
qu�res a considerable time to develop . By
five operational standards or practices.
sues
of
Repolz.t
to HwnanJ.:taJu.an1.i . We an
reducing the time required to produce
ticipate
that
each
of these reports will
dectth in the chamber , it may have been
ALTERNAT I VE S TO
be
received
with
almost
as much resentment
reasoned , the .chances of precipitating the
RAP I D DECOMPR E S S I ON
by
adherents
of
the
different
methods as
bends was minimized or eliminated. Actu
The fact that even under the best of
has
been
our
analys
is
of
rapid
decompres- ·
ally , the time to reach the required level
care and other c ircumstances there can be
sion.
Pretty
soon
we
won'
t
have
any
of vacuum (or altitude) probably could be
no assurance that none of the animals " put
Well,
if
that
unfortunate
friends
left
!
increased substantially , although not in
down" in the decompression chamber suffers
result is a necessary concomitant of ex
definitely, without s ignificantly increas
s ubstantial pain has given rise to a
posing
the unnecessary suffering undergonie
ing the danger of the bends .
search for some alternative method which
by millions of dogs and cats that are . de�
On the 9ther hand, such slower rate of
is less inhumane, · yet still feasible from
strayed annually in our shelters and
decompression might have a beneficial in
a " practical" standpoint.
pounds,
we will sufrer along with them.
fluence upon the other possible pairiful
Humane Information Services believes
Fortunately
, we do have an alternative
effects of the process. Pain perception
that the " practical" considerations of ef-.
that
is
humane
, yet we ll within the bound�
appears to be exaggerated during the ini
ficiency, cost and convenience have re
of practicality. That ' will be . dis cussed ,
tial stages of decompression , but with the
ceived far too much attention by those
at the end of this series , b�cause it
development �f more severe hypoxia becomes
making the decisions on what method of
would do no good to come out with it now ,
progressively dulled. Pain perception may
"euthanasia" to use. To our way of think
unti l we have tried to convince humanitar
be practically lost before the inception
ing , lower cost is a particularly obnox- .
ians that t�e other alternatives have
of complete unconsciousness . Hence , the
ious basis for choosing a s ignificantly_
grave
disadvantages overlooked by those
effects arising from blocked air passages
less humane method over another. If the
who
now
advocate and use them.
might not occur in severe degree until af
cost limitation is imposed by a budget
WON ' T YOU HELP?
ter hypoxia has d�lled the ability to per
based on local government appropriations,
Please
don
' t j ust leave it up t o others
ceive such pain , if the rate of ascent is
a little public relations work should be
. to reform euthanas ia. You can help j ust
not too rapid. If it is very rapid , the
able to overcome it. The general public
by writing . to HIS, . stai;:ing what . method of: .
painful pressures from expanding gases un
certainly would not . approve of deliberateeuthanasia is - used in each shelter or
able to exit the body cavities mav occur
, '\7 �, , n ; .c:.rd- ; n'rr m :::n-,,·u r1nrrc ::. nn ..... � .... C! +-n 1 1 n ru�f'"'I-
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LETTERS TO THE ED ITOR .
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FLEAS , FLEA COLLARS AND BREWER ' S YEAST

I t appeaM that :the -6lea p!to biem c.o n..tinuv.i 0 6 gJteat intvi.v.it
to OM JteadeM . We c.an M.e WhlJ when OM nug hboM ' do91.i c.ome. :t.a
vii.JU. The. -6iM:t :thing thelj da - - ev e.n be,6oJte. g oing :to the lute. h
en, whe.ne they /mow a 1.:, nac.k. awcu.t.J.i - -ii.:, to 1.ili .ln :t.he. m,lddle o - 6
:the Uving Jtoom Jz.Ug and engag e in vig oJtOM J.i c.Jtatc.h.lng. They 1.> e.em
:to :tlunk. :that ii.:, whe.Jte. :to g e.:t JU.d O 6 :thw unwelc.ome guv.i:tl.>.
FaM:.u.natellj, Vo e. iJ.i an -lnv e.:te.Jta;te. pipe. 1.imok.e.Jt, whic.h mak.v.i lu.rn
un.J.nv.l:t.lng :to ,&le.M . Thv.i e n.lc.e dog.ti hav e Me.a c.oUMJ.i , whic.h
1.i e.em .lne.6 6ee.tlve. .
An MJ.iO cJ.a:t.ed P1tru.ti .tito1ty nJtam San Ftianw c.a 1.,ay.ti the. p e.:t .ti up
pR..lJ 1.>:tatLv.i :thvi.e. Me "J.i ell.lng 6R..e.a c.oil.aJL.6 by :the. ton. " Pe.op.le.
who , Uk.e. :the,iJr_ pw , have. be.en bathvi.e.d by "dfr.ovv.i 0 6 .the. tiny
pv.i:tJ.i " Me we.rung 6le.a c.olia.M oft :ta.91.i aJ.i po p je.we.l!Ly. Bu:t J.iame.
J.icie.ntlJ.i:tJ.i Me. wo'1.Jtle.d about the 1.>ide.
,6ec.:tJ.i.
"Many c.alia.M c.o ntain the. c. hemic.a.R.. vapOJl. VVVP, wh.lc.h e.xudv.i a
vapo!L Mme people. Me alle.Jtgic. :to , " J.ia-ld a membe.n 0 6 the. Caun;ty
He.a.R..:th Ve.patr.:tme.nt ' 1.:, Env.l!tonme.ntal Se.nvic.v.i . " I:t haJ.i be.e.n known
to c.aUJ.i e. Jt.a.1.> hv.i and he.adac.hv.i ,ln h.uman1., and he.rung loM ,ln
do91., . "
Emil.,y ' J.i Teddy '1.Mely 1.> c.Jtatc.hv.i . She. bathv.i him monxhR..y wlih
Ve.Jtma:ton. Bu:t Mme. 11.e.adeM c.on:t-lnu.e. ta e.ndaM e. btr..e.we.Jt ' 1.:, yea.I.it,
1.i uggv.ite.d in pn.e.vioUJ.i R..efteM to the e.di__totc.. The 6oliowing Me
pall.-t[c.ulaJtiy inte.n v.iting :

en

'

"I give my two cats powdered brewe:i:- ' s yeast mixed in with
their food , and they haven ' t refused a meal yet. I am sure the
taste of the yeast , which isn ' t very pleasant , i.s covered by the
taste of tlie food . It is too soon yet to tell if the yeast is
effective aga inst fleas , :but at least it will have a fair test .
Caution : I understand too much brewer' s yeast for - the newcomer
can create an uncomfortable case of gas , so ' do not overdose !
P , � - - I apprec;:.iate your paper with its obj ective , rational, and
non-emotional tone. I can ' t remember ever disagreeing with .any
thing you ' ve said : "-,-Ms· . Linda ;J . Grey , San . Jose , California .

l' Relative to the use of brewer' s yeast for· fleas, the writer
was quite startled to read that inquiry in Letters to the Editor.
About 20 years ago a story appeared in one of the medical j our -
nals regard ing t_he use of thiamine or vitamin Bi for this pur
pose . The report was reasonably success ful with doses up to 8 0
�g. daily . The rationale behind its function is the theory that
thiamine exudes through the skin an odor repulsive to mosquitoes
and probably also to fleas. The component in yeast which per
forms this function is a member of the "B " complex vitamins or
vitamin B 1 . The writer has himself tried this modality on a cat
with what seemed to be favorable results . In any event , several
mg . of thiamine is harmless and might prove beneficial nutrition
ally. What can you or the cat lose by a trial. "-,..Louis
Stambovsky , Ph. G. , Point Pleasant , New Jer�ey.

I F YO U H AV E TO C A L L U S
HIS does not have a li.sted phone num
ber, in order to avoid the added expense
of commercial listing , frequent calls from
persons who would think we are a local so
ciety operating an animal pick-up service ,
and many long calls from our best friends
who think we have nothing to do but spend
an hour talking on the telephone !
If you have to communicate with us ,
call Emily at (813 ) 867-9236. For NAHL ,
call Doc in the evening at (813 ) 867-5 242.

WE H O P E WE C A N L I V E U P
TO T H I S K I N D A P P R A I S A L

\

" By intelligently and commonsensically
bringing the pertinent facts before the
pul:llic , and by distingu ishing the impor
tant from the relatively trivial , and the
practically possible from the ideal- but
impossible--by performing so well these
vital functions you indeed deserve the
hearty thanks and support of all humani
tarians. "
--Alfred R. Babcock
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DISAGREES WITH W I LDLIFE ARTICLE

• • •

M EMOR I A L C O N T R I BU T I O N S
h o ve been r e c e i v ed f r o m . . . .
�rs. Richard W . Arey, Jr. , Salisbury,
North Carolina, "in memotr..y 0 6 my be.laved
dog MUJ.i:tang , who (..l)Q,6 lo1.i:t to c.anc.e.n Ve
c.embVl. 2 2 , 1 9 74 . "
Mrs. Margaret Decker, St. Petersburg ,
Florida , ",ln memoJty 0 6 my daug hte.Jt
Afc.dath. "
Mrs . Roger W. Peavey, Fort Lauder
dale, Florida , "in memoJty O n Clanc.y
Gi..Jr.1., my b elove_d Ketr..ll.y . "

.L U .L U .L lllCI. L..L.Ull

" I have long admired your thoughtful articles on humane prob
lems . I am however distressed by your recent article on wild
life.
II

II

"So much for my thoughts on your wildlife article . It is a
sad fact of human nature that what we obj ect to is more likely to
inspire us to take up the pen than what we agree with . I have
thus often been pleased by your articles and yet I have scarcely
sat down and told you so • . . . "--Mrs. David Spring, Baltimore,
Maryland .

REPLY :

We. have no doubt that oun Mtic.le. in Re.potr..t No . 30 e.ntltte.d
"Humane So cietiv.i and Wildline." tiail.i e.d the. hac.k.lv.i on many a na
tune lo ve.Jt ' 1.:, ne.c.k., M li dJ..d on youM. Bu:t you Me the. only one
who we.nt :to the. bwu.ble o n WJri;t,[n,g a c.omp!LeheM-lve. Jz.Ubu:t:ta.R... We.
11.e.gtc.e.:t that U (..\)Q,6 11.e.c.uv e.d :too late &011. lnc.lUJ.iion in 6uli ,ln
thlJ.i ii.JI.J ue., but Me J.i e.:tting li a.J.i,[de nOfl. out.Me. M e . Afl.i o e.x
c.fuded otr..om thlJ.i il.JJ.iue, 6011. lac.k. 0 6 1.i pac. e. , ii.:, an aJtti.c.le. on
v.i:t development.J.i in tc.v.i pec.t to humane tiat c.ontJtoL Youn bJU.e.6
but ,Lntvr..v.iting 11.ematc.k.J.i on that 1.iubjec.t a.R..f.io w,lli be uJ.i e.d when
:thil.J Mtic.le. iJ.i pubw he.d. Ple.M e. k.e.e.p yoUJt .lefteM c.oming - 
c.Jt,[tic.a.J?.. 0'1. VLO.t. W e. do VLO:t g e.:t mad 0'1. o e.el hUJt:t
O M membeJz.J.i
dil.i agJte.e., and -o ome.tbnv.i :the.q c.ha,ng e oUJt m.lnd-6 about Mmeth.lng .

w
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AND NOW FOR A FEW
OF YOUR GREATLY APPRECIATED COMPLI ME NTS

"Humane Information Services , Inc. , has got to be the great�st
publication in the field of humane education in this country. "-
Mrs. Joseph M. Phillips , Fairfax, Virginia.

"You are producing exceedingly valuable information--much
needed and very hard to come by--in the areas of humane concern. "
--Miss Ruth Frankel , Newport Beach, California.
"I really am learning a lot from your work. "--Ms. Nellie
Mcclung, Vancouver , British Columbia , Canada.

"We f ind your Re.potr..-t :to Human,l:tatc.,la.111., informative and well
written and a good way to keep up to date with the activities of
the humane movement. I hope that this small token of our appre
·ciation will encourage you to keep up the good work . "--James
Baird, Director , Natural History Services , Massachusetts Audubon
Society, Lincoln , Massachusetts .
"Your services are unbelievably good, unbelievably useful :
intelligent , informed , and honest to a degree no other humane or
ganizatign has man�ged to reach , I believe , and I belong to a
goodly number . "--Mrs. Donald H. Kauffman, Redwood City, Califor
nia.
"As usual, your work is quite helpful . Head and shoulders
above anything else. HIS is a real inspiration to us all .
Thanks again . "--John C. Winn, President, Alachua County Humane
Society, Inc. , Gainesville, Florida �

Char l es C l aus i ng Elected H I S Director

Humane Information Services takes much pleasure in announcing
election to its board of directors of Char�es I. Clausing .
Among other admirable traits of Charlie is great modesty . It
has required almost a year to get him to send us a photograph
and personal data. He strongly urges us not "to waste space" on .
them .
Mr. Clausing became president of the Animal Welfare Associa
tion, Inc. , of Camden County, New Jersey, in 1958, and is busily
engaged in supervising the activities of three well-run animal
shelters operated by that society. In addition, he was elected
vice-president of the HSUS- New Jersey Branch in 1-95 9, and acted
as president of the Branch in 1973-7 4 . His term as a director
of the Branch expires in May, 197 5 .
Charlie received the B. S. degree in electrical engineering
C L A U S I NG
from the University of Vermont in 1942, and is employed by the
I- T-E Imperial Corporati�n. As you can see, he doesn ' t have much to do !
We have known Charlie for years, and he has earned our great respect as a very capa
ble as · we_ll as really dedicated humanitarian . Although an engineer, he has given HIS
the benefit of well-thought-out philosophical concepts as well as specific proposals ,.
for improvement of euthanasia methods and other practical assists. We are especially
pleased to have him on our board because of the excellent j udgment he has di splayed in
connection with various aspects of humane work . That will be ·particularly valuable if
something should happen to Doc. We don ' t want control of HIS to become all-female
(Emily is an ardent women ' s lib ' er) .

N A H L ' s L e g i s l a t i ve Ac t i v i t i e s

Our sister society, the National Association for Humane Legis lation, reports that
it is working on a number of legislative proj ects, including :
( 1) a possible revision of the 1973-74 Gunter bill, designed to avoid the objec
tions raised by the u . S. Department of Agriculture and to broaden domestic coverage
of the 1958 Act ;
(2) a model state law for animal welfare, which might · replace present archaic and
seldom-enforced state anti-cruelty laws ;
( 3) a comprehensive , detailed campaign plan for guidance in obtaining1 state humane
legislation ;
(4) breeder and pet shop control legis lation ;
( 5) a Hwn4ne. Le.g,ll.,latio n V.,[g e.1.it to bring NAHL members up to date on the status in
the present Congress of all important humane bills introduced in 197 3 -7 4 . The latter
bills, if not passed, automatically becam� dead when Congress adj ourned, but many of
them will be reintroduced as new bills, and committees that already have held hear
ings on some of them may be ready to act without going through the ·whole process
again . This V.lg e.1.it will not be av·ailable until the situation has "simmered down",
because NAHL does not have sufficient funds to send frequent bulletins to its large
mailing list. The cost of its mailings is considerably greater than for a tax·-exenipt
en,-, ; .o.+- ·u 'h � ·u -i ·""
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